Since the invention of the bolometer, its main design principles relied on efficient light absorption into a low-heat-capacity material and its exceptional thermal isolation from the environment. While the reduced thermal coupling to its surroundings allows for an enhanced thermal response, it in turn strongly reduces the thermal time constant and dramatically lowers the detector's bandwidth. With its unique combination of a record small electronic heat capacity and a weak electron-phonon coupling, graphene has emerged as an extreme bolometric medium that allows for both, high sensitivity and high bandwidths. Here, we introduce a hot-electron bolometer based on a novel Johnson noise readout of the electron gas in graphene, which is critically coupled to incident radiation through a photonic nanocavity. This proof-of-concept operates in the telecom spectrum, achieves an enhanced bolometric response at charge neutrality with a noise equivalent power NEP < 5pW/ √Hz, a thermal relaxation time of < 34ps, an improved light absorption by a factor~3, and an operation temperature τ up to T=300K.
utilized straightforward transport techniques in order to achieve high bolometric response T e , employing the devices' temperature dependent resistance R( T e ). However, in order to Δ get high bolometric sensitivities, the very weak R( T e )/ T e of intrinsic graphene had to be Δ Δ artificially increased by introducing disorder [17] , patterning nanostructures [18] , or opening a band gap in bilayer graphene [14] . The fundamental challenge in this approach is set by the enormous impedance mismatch between these high impedance devices, with both -free space [19, 20] and the readout circuit, which consequently results in very low light coupling efficiencies and readout bandwidths, accordingly. To overcome this issue and achieve all at the same time -high bolometric sensitivity, high readout bandwidth and efficient light absorption, it is necessary to introduce a T e readout scheme that works for high-quality, low impedance graphene and to couple the bolometer to resonant light structures.
In this manuscript we present a new graphene bolometer device concept based on a Johnson noise radiometry (JNR) readout and resonant coupling to a photonic crystal nanocavity. Since graphene's electrons have a weak coupling to the environment through electronic diffusion [6, 21] and e-ph coupling [5, 7, 9] , absorbed radiation gives rise to a T e that can be dramatically higher than its environment ( Fig. 1(a) ). As is given by the Johnson-Nyquist theorem, these thermally agitated electrons emit noise at microwave frequencies with a power that is directly proportional to T e , which hence allows for a direct and universal T e readout [5, 6, 21] . Such an approach does not require large R( T e )/ T e Δ Δ dependence and enables the use of ultra-high mobility graphene samples. It allows critical coupling to incident radiation through integration into resonant structures, avoids performance limiting self heating effects, and sets no hard limit to the operation temperature T of the detector. Fig. 1 (b) shows the device schematics and operation principle of the bolometer. A high quality graphene/hexagonal boron nitride heterostructure (hBN/G/hBN) is integrated onto a suspended silicon L3 photonic crystal cavity (PCC). The resonant cavity mode of the PPC (Fig. 1 (c) ) is critically coupled to the telecom spectrum and evanescently overlaps with the graphene sheet. To maximize heat generation and to minimize heat dissipation, the graphene stack is etched into a circle with 5 m diameter, corresponding to the expected μ cooling lengths, and is connected to gold leads with narrow, resistive graphene channels. Through the gold leads, the device is impedance matched to a LC network (50 Ω) with a resonant frequency at~70 MHz and a bandwidth of ∼ 20 MHz (SI), and is further connected to a low noise amplifier (LNA) and a heterodyne circuit at room temperature, which together form the JNR readout scheme.
The device is probed at a cryogenic temperature T=5K with a tunable near-IR laser which is normally coupled to the PPC through a cross-polarized confocal scanning setup. Simultaneously to spatial scanning of the laser pulses, we read out the calibrated JNR signal with a lock-in amplifier and obtain ΔT e , the increase of T e . Fig. 1 (d) left shows the optical image of the device and Fig. 1 (e) the typical ΔT e spatial maps under linearly polarized light at the PPCs resonant frequency of 1532 nm and an absorbed laser power of P=380 nW. As the PPC resonant mode only couples to light with polarization along the x-axis, we can compare the response off (90 0 polarization) and on (0 0 polarization) resonance ( Fig. 1 (e) left and middle). When off resonance, the response comes mostly from the entire graphene region, while when on resonance it is strongly enhanced in the cavity region of the PPC. Assuming the thermal model in Fig. 1 (a) , we theoretical model the response map (SI) and find good qualitative matching with the experimental findings ( Fig. 1 (e) right) . The response is generated only when the laser is incident onto the graphene, confirming that the JNR readout is primarily sensitive to thermal noise inside the graphene channel and nowhere else in the circuit.
To characterize the enhancement of light absorption by the PPC we perform measurements of the reflection spectrum of the irradiated cavity before the deposition of the hBN/G/hBN stack and after. Fig. 2 (a) shows the fundamental mode of the pure cavity with a resonance mode at 1512.8nm with a quality factor of Q~7000. After the hBN/G/hBN deposition, the cavity resonance is red-shifted to 1531.7 nm and its Q drops to~900. Here the shift of the mode is mainly due to hBN's high dielectric constant of~3.9, while its' broadening is caused by the light absorption in the graphene. From coupled mode theory [22] , we can estimate that the total absorption of the cavity resonant field into graphene is 45%.
The enhanced light absorption amplifies the photoresponse. Fig. 2 (b) shows ΔT e as a function of incident laser wavelength for 0 0 (on) and 90 0 (off) polarized light with respect to the cavity x-axis ( Fig. 1(c) ). In the on state at resonance wavelength of 1531.7nm, ΔT e is enhanced by a factor of~3 and follows a sinusoidal dependence as a function of the polarization angle ( Fig. 2(b) inset) . By comparing the response at the on and off polarization states, the total absorption in graphene is enhanced from 2.3% of single-pass vertical incidence to~7% in the PPC cavity. Since graphene absorbs~45% of the cavity field at normal incidence, we extract a coupling efficiency of the cavity field to the normal incidence to be~10%, consistent with simulation results. With improved fabrication however, one can expect near-unity absorption in graphene via the nanocavity field. Here through critical coupling to a waveguide [23, 24] or free-space [25, 26] , light coupling can be dramatically increased to~99%, and experimentally >90% absorption from a photonic nanocavity into graphene has already been demonstrated [22] .
We now probe ΔT e as a function of absorbed laser power P at T=5K ( Fig. 3 (a) ). Here the response transitions from a linear to a sublinear dependence with increased P, and is overall strongly reduced at elevated temperatures (inset Fig. 3(a) ). We can model this behaviour with the 2D heat transfer equation below (Eq. 1), which takes into account the two main dissipation mechanisms : electronic dissipation through the WF law (first term) and e-ph interaction (second term) :
where is the e-ph coupling strength, T the lattice temperature, the thermal
conductivity, k the Boltzmann constant, and ρ the resistivity, which is extracted from transport measurements (see SI for more details). Numerical modeling with only one fitting parameter produces a good match with the experiment and agrees
response due to laser heating is furthermore well consistent with that through Joule heating [5] (Fig. 3(a) ), and minor deviations can be attributed to saturable light absorption in graphene at high laser powers [27] .
Ultimately, the continuous wave bolometric response is limited by the electronic thermal conductivity G th through the simple relation ΔT e = P/G th , which is a direct consequence of Eq. 1. From measurements at various T with a fixed P=200nW, we obtain the G th (T) dependence (Fig. 3 (b) ). It is overall in good agreement with our heat dissipation model, and follows a linear WF dependence at low T and a power law e-ph dependence at higher T. Since both C e and G th are expected to be strongly reduced at small carrier densities n [6] , we test ΔT e as a function of n by applying a gate voltage V bg to the PPC. Fig. 3 (c) plots ΔT e (V bg ) for P=10nW and R(V bg ) (both taken at T=5K). This enhancement sharply increases with a factor ~3 at the CNP and qualitatively follows the same dependence as R(V bg ). However this enhancement is predicted to be several orders of magnitude higher at mK temperatures [5, 13] .
The non-linear ΔT e (P) in Fig. 3 (a) enables us to test the thermal relaxation time of the electrons , which defines the ultimate reset time of the detector. Instead of continuous τ wave laser excitation, we probe the system with two time delayed pulses [28] [29] [30] (FWHM of 250fs) and a repetition rate of 78MHz. Fig. 4 (a) shows the normalized JN power (JNP) as a function of the delay time between the two pulses, JNP(0ps)/JNP(120ps). The signal shows a strong time dependence, with a pronounced dip at 0ps and an increased signal at higher absolute delay times, where it follows an inverse exponential form and saturates. From the half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) of the central dip structure we can deduce the intrinsic relaxation time of the hot electrons for each T , which are in good agreement with similar τ studies of the photothermoelectric effect in graphene [14, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] From all these measurements, we can now extract the device performance given by the detector noise equivalent power NEP and reset time (Fig. 4 (a) ) . Calibration of the τ bolometric readout scheme gives an overall temperature sensitivity of δT=5mK/Hz 1/2 (SI), which together with the G th values from Fig. 3 (b) allows to extract the NEP of the bolometer. Unlike in the case of bolometers with a resistive readout, JNR does not have a hard limit on the operation temperature and can be operated above liquid nitrogen temperature and even at room temperature. Here we find an NEP~5 pW/Hz 1/2 and~34ps at T=5K, NEP~17 τ pW/Hz 1/2 and ~ 14ps at T=100K, and NEP 150 pW/Hz 1/2 and ~ 6ps at T=300K. τ τ
As is given by the Dicke radiometer relation [33] , the temperature sensitivity of the system is given by δT=(T e +T s )/(Bt) 1/2 , where T s is the system noise, B is the measurement bandwidth and t the total measurement time. From comparison with the experimentally observed δT we find that the sensitivity in our measurement is significantly limited by T s . It can however be dramatically reduced by cooling the entire measurement circuit and the use of quantum limited amplifiers, and it was shown theoretically that the presented device concept can reach a NEP < 10 -20 W/Hz 1/2 at T=10mK [13] . The ultimate speed of the readout electronics has also no hard limit and it is feasible to reach the intrinsic detector reset times~10 ps, τ which corresponds to a maximal bandwidth of B~30 GHz. As follows from the Dicke relation a faster readout would sacrifice the measurement sensitivity (SI), but it would have no effect on the NEP. Another point which needs attention is the loss of graphene's broadband absorption properties through the integration of the bolometer into resonant light structures. It is however feasible that future applications would use bolometer arrays that are individually coupled to different resonant frequencies, so making it sensitive to a broad range of frequencies.
Altogether this shows that our proof-of-concept device can be a promising bolometer with efficient light absorption and a superior sensitivity-bandwidth product. Since the detector also has no limitations on its operation temperature, it provides engineering flexibility, which overall opens a new route for practical applications in the fields of thermal imaging, observational astronomy, quantum information and quantum sensing. In particular, since it is more than 5 times faster than the bandwidth of the intermediate frequency in the hot electron bolometer mixer [34] , it can be employed as a cutting edge bolometric mixer material. τ and an intrinsic reset time of~34ps at T=5K, the bolometer has an unique combination of τ high sensitivity and high bandwidth. It has no hard limit on the operation temperature and has a relatively high NEP 150pW/ Hz 1/2 even at room temperature.
Supplementary information

S1. Device fabrication
Graphene/hBN heterostructure:
The hexagonal-boron nitride (hBN)/Graphene/hBN stacks were exfoliated and assembled using a van der Waals assembly technique and then transferred onto the top of the PPC cavity. The total thickness of the two BN layers is around 30 nm. Patterning the BN/Graphene/BN stack with hydrogen-silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist and CHF3+O2 plasma exposes the edges of graphene, which was subsequently contacted by Cr/Pd/Au (1/20/50 nm) metal leads using electron-beam evaporation. Typical device resistance as a function of gate voltage and device temperature is shown in Fig. S1 (a) .
Photonic crystal nanocavity:
The PPC cavities were fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer using a series of electron-beam lithography (EBL), reactive ion etching, and a wet-etch undercut of the insulator to produce free-standing membranes. The top silicon membrane has a thickness of ~220 nm with a PPC lattice period of a = 440 nm and an air hole radius r = 0.29a. A linear-three-hole (L3) defect in the middle of the PPC lattice serves to form confined optical cavity modes. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations shows the fundamental mode of the cavity resonant field (Fig. 1(c) ).The fabricated PPC cavity was characterized in a cross-polarized confocal microscope setup with broadband illumination (supercontinuum). The reflection from the cavity was collect and coupled to a spectrometer to analyze its spectrum.
The graphene layer interacts with the cavity through the evanescent field above the subwavelength membrane. The thickness of the membrane plus the thickness of the bottom layer of hBN define the magnitude of the evanescent electric field amplitude at the graphene location. From Lumerical simulations we find it to be~10% of the field maximum at the center of the structure.
S2. Johnson noise radiometry
Impedance matching of the RF circuit:
To achieve impedance matching of the RF circuit and the graphene device we use a LC circuit. It defines a~20MHz wide band around a resonant frequency of~70MHz. The challenge is to pick L and C components that allow for a good noise transmission of the noise power through the circuit for all the whole resistance phase space of the device R( V bg , T) as is see in Fig. S1 (b) and (c). Measurement sensitivity:
In order to estimate the measurement sensitivity we perform more than 1000 independent T e measurements at T=5K, where we find a measurement uncertainty of δT~5mK/Hz 1/2 ( Fig. S2  (b) ). We can fit the δT as a function of the total measurement time t with the Dicke radiometer relation (Fig. S2 (c) ).
Time-resolved JNR measurements:
The pulsed laser is generated from an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pump by a Ti:Sapphire mode-lock laser (Mira-HP, Coherent). The pulse duration is 250 fs with a repetition rate of 78 MHz. The input laser beam was split into two optical arms where one of the arms has a tunable delay relative to the other. The optical pulses were then combined and coupled onto the graphene bolometer via a microscope objective. 
S3. Numerical modeling of Johnson noise temperature
In order to describe the Johnson noise analytically, we begin from the assumption of a well-defined local electron temperature T e (r) at a given position r in the sample. This assumption is equivalent to assuming that the electron mean free path (resulting, for example, from scattering by disorder impurities) is much shorter than any of the geometric dimensions of the sample. In this description, each differential area of the sample effectively acts as its own independent noise source and contributes independently to the total Johnson noise measured at the contacts. In particular, the noise current IN can be written
is the local noise current and is a weighting function that obeys the same (r) j N (r) ϕ
Laplace equation as the source-drain current [1] . In our problem, is equivalent to the (r) ϕ electric potential that results when a unit voltage is applied to the source contact and the drain contact is grounded. Fluctuations to the noise current add in quadrature with each other, and since for Johnson noise we arrive at a simple j (r)〉d r , I For our device, the function and its spatial gradient can be found numerically using a (r) ϕ numeric partial differential equation solver (MATLAB) applied to the device geometry ( Fig.  S3 (a) ).
The spatially-varying electron temperature is described by the two-dimensional heat equation is the electron-phonon coupling constant, is Σ ep T the phonon (device) temperature, and is an exponent that describes the electron-phonon δ coupling and is typically equal to 3. The first term on the right-hand side describes diffusive motion of the electrons, which allows heat to dissipate by diffusion into the contacts, and the second term describes heat loss to phonons. The electron thermal conductivity is given by the Wiedemann-Franz law, 
